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Course Objectives



• The word “mantra” comes from two Sanskrit works: man, which 
means “mind”, and tra which means “vehicle” or “instrument”.

• It is a tool to transport the mind from a state of activity to one of 
stillness and silence.

• Most mantras are comprised of the 50 letters of the Sanskrit 
alphabet.  Mantras can consist of a single letter, a syllable or 
string of syllables, a word, or a whole sentence.

• Typically most mantras are sounds, syllables, or vibrations that 
don’t necessarily have a meaning.

Mantra Meditations: Definition



• Meaningless are simply sounds used for vibrational quality

• No meaning or correlation (such as Om)

• Meaningful contain some intention or meaning

• Connect you with a particular intention helping to awaken a 
specific state of consciousness

• Both allow us to slip into a space between thoughts, where 
there is no activity

Types of Mantras – Meaningless vs Meaningful



• Can be uttered aloud or silently

• When chanted out loud, it is intended to concentrate, intensify, and expand 
consciousness.

• Vedic texts maintain that a whispered mantra is a thousand times more 
beneficial than a spoken one, and a silent mantra is a thousand times 
more powerful than a whispered one.

• Helps us disconnect us from the activity around us – the thoughts, sounds, 
and physical sensations that are a part of every moment we are alive – by 
using the repetition of a meaningless syllable(s) or vibrations.

How to Use a Mantra in Meditation



• Bija – means seed in Sanskrit – metaphor for the cause or origin of 
something.  Bija mantras are one-syllable seed sounds that activate 
the chakras in order to purify and balance the mind/body.

• The Upanishads explain the three basic states of consciousness: 
waking, sleeping, and dreaming

• These three vibrations also represent the three stages of our known 
existence: birth, life, and death.

• Transcendental Meditation (TM) – personal seed mantra

Mantra Meditations



• Mantra-based meditation that dates thousands of years and 
uses bija sounds 

• 108 primordial sounds – raw, pure, untouched, and universal

• Each meditator uses a unique sound, or mantra that reflects the 
vibration of the universe at the moment of birth.

• You silently repeat your personal mantra during meditation

Primordial Sound Meditation



• Om – oldest of bija sounds

• Considered the ultimate vibration as it contains every vibration that 
will ever exist.  It contains every sound in the vibrational spectrum –
even those we can’t hear.  Pronounced “ahh-uhh-mmm”

• AUM is a blending of those three states of consciousness into the 
one-ness of three distinct syllables: A, U, and M.

• When the three individual vibrations are combined, a fourth vibration 
is created – representing transcendent consciousness –
enlightenment.

Example of Mantra Meditation – OM

Practice the Mantra OM together



• Close your eyes

• Silently repeat your mantra over and over

• When you notice you have drifted away, gently drift back to your mantra

• It’s normal for the mantra to get louder and fainter, faster and slower, 
jumbled, distorted, and inaudible.

• Simply keep repeating it no matter how it changes

• Back and forth – gently surrendering – Don’t try to control anything

How to use a Mantra in Meditation

Take a moment to find a mantra that resonates with you and repeat it silently to yourself



“Once this space of stillness and silence becomes you, you truly detach from 
thoughts in the mind, sounds in the environment, and physical sensations in the 
body.  Your heart rate slows…your breathing slows…the past drifts away…the 
ongoing speculation about the future ceases.  There is a subtle awareness of 
moving from activity to stillness; thoughts and sounds pass through you instead of 
being received and processed by you.  A lightness of being flows into you.  The 
concept of you expands from a breathing human being to a silent observer to a 
unified being, seeing the sacred in every face, flower, and object around you.  
Ultimately, you merge into everything without distinction.”

There is one-ness…there is unity…there is stillness…silence…bliss…no 
separation between anything…your pure unconditioned self.

That is “it” – what is commonly referred to as “being in the gap”.

The Power of Mantra



• Aham brahmasmi – I am the universe

• Tat tvam asi – I am that

• Sat chit Ananda – truth, knowledge, bliss

• San kalpa – the power of the subtle intention

• Moksha – I am emotionally free

• Shiva-shakti – awaken your divine masculine-femine energy

• Ritam – flow to the rhythm of the universe

Master Sayings or Mahavakyas



• All major religions include some form of mantra meditation

• Although meditation in itself is not a religious practice, a daily 
practice can help you quiet your mind and feel closer to your 
God.

• Mantra meditation is a beautiful practice that will complement 
any other religious ritual or spiritual practice.

• What’s the difference between prayer and meditation?  Prayer 
is talking to God; meditation is listening.

Mantras in Religion



1. The Mantra must be pronounced perfectly.

2. Mantras are to be taken very seriously.

3. To be most effective, a mantra should be received directly from a 
self-realized teacher.

4. To keep the power of a mantra at a high level, it should be kept in 
secret and not revealed to anyone.

5. Your mantra can help you fall back to sleep.

Mantra Myths



• The practice of chanting performs same functions/benefits of silent 
meditation but instead of being in stillness, the chanter achieves a 
state of physical/emotional trance through the process of 
continuously repeating a sound, word, mantra, or the name of God.

• Using tools of your voice – mouth, tongue, vocal cords, uvula, throat, 
lungs and breath.  Effect is for the outer ear – pinna – making your 
ear drum vibrate.

• Chanting meditations can help you express yourself!

Chanting Meditations



• When the chanter brings the chanting down to a whisper and 
repeats the same prayer or phrasing over and over.

• Japa is usually done using Mala beads – necklace made of 108 
beads.

• Mala is often draped over the middle finger so that you can flick 
one bead and then the next with your thumb as you repeat the 
mantra over and over.

Chanting Meditations – Japa 



• Bhajan is an Indian devotional song where the words or mantra 
are sung rather than whispered

• Kirtan is when the group becomes larger and has a leader 
(Kirtanker) 

• Kirtan practice involves chanting hymns or mantras with an 
instrument 

Chanting Meditations – Bhajan & Kirtan


